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1. ASSESSMENT AT A GLANCE
All candidates enter for three papers – Papers 1 and 2 and Paper 6.
Paper 1: Multiple Choice

1 hour

40 compulsory multiple-choice questions. The questions involve four response options.
40 marks
Paper 2: Theory

1 hour 45 minutes

The paper has three sections.
Section A has 50 marks and consists of a small number of compulsory, structured questions.
Section B has 20 marks and consists of two compulsory questions. Each question is worth 10 marks.
Section c carries 10 marks and candidate must choose one from a choice of two questions.80 marks

Paper:6 Alternate to Practical

1 hour

A written paper of questions designed to test past experience of practical work.40 marks

2. SYLLABUS AIMS:
The aims provide the educational purposes of following a course in this subject. Some of these aimsare
reflected in the assessment objectives; others are not because they cannot readily be translated
intoobjectives that can be assessed. The aims are not listed in an order of priority.
The aims are to:
 provide, through well designed studies of experimental and practical biological science, a
worthwhile educational experience for all students, whether or not they go on to study science
beyond this level and, in particular, to enable them to acquire sufficient understanding and
knowledge to
 become confident citizens in a technological world, able to take or develop an informed interest in
matters of scientific import;
 recognize the usefulness, and limitations, of scientific method and to appreciate its applicability in
other disciplines and in everyday life;
 Be suitably prepared and stimulated for studies beyond Cambridge O Level in pure sciences, in
applied sciences or in science-dependent vocational courses.
 develop abilities and skills that
 are relevant to the study and practice of science;
 are useful in everyday life;
 encourage efficient and safe practice;















encourage effective communication.
develop attitudes relevant to science such as
concern for accuracy and precision;
objectivity;
integrity;
enquiry;
initiative;
Inventiveness.
Stimulate interest in and care for the local and global environment.
promote an awareness that
the study and practice of science are co-operative and cumulative activities that are subject to
social, economic, technological, ethical and cultural influences and limitations;
the applications of science may be both beneficial and detrimental to the individual, the community
and the environment;
Science transcends national boundaries and that the language of science, correctly and rigorously
applied, is universal.
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Development of organisms and continuity of life
Content
16.1 Asexual reproduction
16.2 Sexual reproduction in plants
16.3 Sexual reproduction in humans
16.4 Sexually transmitted diseases
Learning outcomes
Candidates should be able to:
a) define mitosis as cell division giving rise to genetically identical cells in which the chromosome
numberis maintained and state the role of mitosis in growth, repair of damaged tissues,
replacement of wornout cells and asexual reproduction

b) define asexual reproduction as the process resulting in the production of genetically identical
offspring fromone parent and describe one named, commercially important application of asexual
reproduction in plants
c) define meiosis as a reduction division in which the chromosome number is halved from diploid
tohaploid
d) state that gametes are the result of meiosis (reduction division)
e) define sexual reproduction as the process involving the fusion of haploid nuclei to form a diploid
zygoteand the production of genetically dissimilar offspring
f) identify and draw, using a hand lens if necessary, the sepals, petals, stamens and carpels of one,
locallyavailable, named, insect-pollinated, dicotyledonous flower, and examine the pollen grains
under a lightmicroscope
g) state the functions of the sepals, petals, anthers and carpels
h) use a hands lens to identify and describe the anthers and stigmas of one, locally available,
named,wind-pollinated flower, and examine the pollen grains under a light microscope
i) outline the process of pollination and distinguish between self-pollination and cross-pollination
j) compare, using fresh specimens, an insect-pollinated and a wind-pollinated flower
k) describe the growth of the pollen tube and its entry into the ovule followed by fertilization
(production ofendosperm and details of development are not required)
l) investigate and describe the structure of a non-endospermic seed in terms of the embryo (radicle,
plumule and cotyledons) and testa, protected by the pericarp (fruit wall)
m) state that seed and fruit dispersal by wind and by animals provides a means of colonizing new areas
n) describe the external features of one, locally available, named example of a wind-dispersed fruit
orseed and of one named example of an animal-dispersed fruit or seed
o) investigate and state the environmental conditions that affect germination of seeds:
suitabletemperature, water and oxygen
p) describe the uses of enzymes in the germination of seeds
q) identify on diagrams of the male reproductive system and state the functions of the testes,
scrotum,sperm ducts, prostate gland, urethra and penis
r) identify on diagrams of the female reproductive system and state the functions of the ovaries,
oviducts,uterus, cervix and vagina
s) compare male and female gametes in terms of size, numbers and mobility
t) describe the menstrual cycle, with reference to the alternation of menstruation and ovulation,
thenatural variation in its length and the fertile and infertile phases of the cycle
u) explain the role of hormones in controlling the menstrual cycle (including FSH, LH, progesterone and
oestrogen)
v) describe fertilization and early development of the zygote simply in terms of the formation of a ball
ofcells that becomes implanted in the wall of the uterus
w) state the function of the amniotic sac and the amniotic fluid
x) describe the function of the placenta and umbilical cord in relation to exchange of dissolved
nutrients,gases and excretory products (no structural details are required)
y) describe the special dietary needs of pregnant women
z) describe the advantages of breast milk compared with bottle milk(aa) describe the following
methods of birth control:natural, chemical (spermicides), mechanical, hormonal and surgical(bb)
explain that syphilis is caused by a bacterium that is transmitted during sexual intercourse(cc)
describe the symptoms, signs, effects and treatment of syphilis(dd) discuss the spread of human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and methods by which it may be controlled.
Inheritance
Content
17.1 Variation
17.2 Chromosomes and DNA
17.3 Monohybrid inheritance
17.4 Selection
17.5 Genetic engineering

Learning outcomes
Candidates should be able to:
a) describe the difference between continuous and discontinuous variation and give examples of each
b) state that a chromosome includes a long molecule of DNA
c) state that DNA is divided up into sections called genes
d) explain that genes may be copied and passed on to the next generation
e) define a gene as a unit of inheritance and distinguish clearly between the terms gene and allele
f) describe complete dominance using the terms dominant, recessive, phenotype and genotype
g) describe mutation as a change in the structure of a gene (e.g. sickle cell anaemia) or in the
chromosome number (e.g. 47 in Down’s syndrome instead of 46)
h) name radiation and chemicals as factors that may increase the rate of mutation
i) predict the results of simple crosses with expected ratios of 3:1 and 1:1, using the terms
homozygous,heterozygous, F1 generation and F2 generation
j) explain why observed ratios often differ from expected ratios, especially when there are small
numbers of progeny
k) explain codominance by reference to the inheritance of the ABO blood group (phenotypes A, B, AB,
O, gene alleles IA, IB and IO)
l) describe the determination of sex in humans (XX and XY chromosomes)
m) describe variation and state that competition leads to differential survival of organisms, and
reproduction by those organisms best fitted to the environment
n) assess the importance of natural selection as a possible mechanism for evolution
o) describe the role of artificial selection in the production of economically important plants and
animals
p) explain that DNA controls the production of proteins
q) state that each gene controls the production of one protein
r) explain that genes may be transferred between cells (reference should be made to transfer
betweenorganisms of the same or different species)
s) explain that the gene that controls the production of human insulin can be inserted into bacterial
DNA
t) understand that such genetically engineered bacteria can be used to produce human insulin on a
commercial scale
u) discuss potential advantages and dangers of genetic engineering.
The use and abuse of drugs
Content
13.1 Antibiotics
13.2 Effects of heroin
13.3 Effects of alcohol
13.4 Effects of tobacco smoke
Learning outcomes
Candidates should be able to:
a) define a drug as any externally administered substance that modifies or affects chemical reactions in
the body
b) describe the medicinal use of antibiotics for the treatment of bacterial infection
c) describe the effects of the abuse of heroin: a powerful depressant, problems of addiction,
severewithdrawal symptoms and associated problems such as crime and infection, e.g. AIDS
d) describe the effects of excessive consumption of alcohol: reduced self-control, depressant, effect
onreaction times, damage to liver and social implications
e) describe the effects of tobacco smoke and its major toxic components (nicotine, tar and
carbonmonoxide) on health: strong association with bronchitis, emphysema, lung cancer and heart
disease, and the association between smoking during pregnancy and reduced birth weight of the
baby
f) recognize the fact that many people regard smoking as no longer socially acceptable.
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